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Alumni-Faculty Luncheon Convocation To Ross Is Masque Regular Lineup Doubtful
Hear Rommert Technical Head
For Bates Game Saturday;
Will Honor Track Stars Munich
Biologist ToSpeak Cail and Bradford Chosen
Four Varsity Men Injured
As Stage Manageis;
Of Minute Life Under
Guests Include Four Five Fraternities
Undergraduates;
Many Alumni

TO AWARD EMBLEMS
Feature of Homecoming
May Have Governor
As Honor Guest

Have Banquets
National Officers Visit
Local Chapters For
Initiation Week

Five local chapters held their annual
initiation banquets during the past week
when a number of prominent men were
Headliners for the eighth annual Home- guest speakers for the various fraternities.
coming Alumni-Faculty Luncheon, big
Phi Kappa Sigma held the first banquet
event of the Homecoming program on
Thursday. Oct. 7. Everett Hurd, owner
Saturday. November 6, will be Maine's
of Dakin's Sporting Goods Store, an
present and past track stars.
alumnus, acted as toastmaster. Speakers
Invitations from the Alumni Associa- were James Gannett, registrar, Gregory
tion and the University to be guests of Baker, instructor in forestry, Joel March,
honor at the noon luncheon will be issued instructor in Zoology, William Veague,
to all holders of present University in- house president, Maynard Files, repredoor and outdoor track records.
sentative of initiates, and Philip Hussey.
The list will include a total of 28 alum- chapter visitor. Maine alumnus.
ni and four undergraduates for records
Beta Theta Pi's banquet was held Satranging from those established in 1915 by urday. Oct. 9, with Stephen R. Russell
Frank A. "Pat" French '17 and Harold '20. as toastmaster. Edward J. Allen,
P. Bailey '15, in the broad jump and ham- dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.
mer throw, down through the years to the Clarence Newton, national president of
records held by present undergraduates.
Beta Theta Pi. I.ester J. Tarbell, president
With the spotlight on varsity track of the house. John T. Maines, representastars, the four undergraduates who will tive of the initiates, and William E. Genbe featured among alumni young and old try, district chief.
for particular honor from the assembled
L. G. Balfour, nationally known jewgraduates and faculty members, will be
elry manufacturer and present Grand
John Cowell, Sidney Hurwitz, William
Consul was a guest at the Sigma Chi initiMcCarthy, and Waldo Hardison.
ation banquet Sunday. Dr. W. Henry
Alumni from many classes are being
McLean, Grand Tribune of the National
invited to participate with them, including
fraternity. Dean Paul Cloke of the Colsuch names as Alton Bell, Roderick Mullege of Technology,and James M. Rooney,
laney. Jr., and Joseph Murray of 1937;
Grand Praetor of the New England-Nova
George Frame, Clyde Higgins, and Don- Scotia province, were guest speakers.
ald Huff from 1936. and a great number Prof. W. W. Chadbourne, professor of
of other names outstanding in Maine economics and sociology, was toastmaster.
track history.
Leon W. Konecki represented the chapter
A feature will be the presence of two and William H. Chandler, the delegation.
brothers among those to be honored, Earl
Phi Gamma Delta held its banquet Sat"Bill" Cowell '30, holder of both indoor
urday, Oct. 16. Frank Fellows '21, acted
and outdoor discus records, and senior
as toastmaster and speakers were Dean
Johnnie Cowell in the hurdles.
Paul Cloke, of the College of Technology,
Other features of the Luncheon will inRobert Titherington, student representaclude the awarding of the Alumni Service
tive of the M. I. T. chapter, Edward AdEmblem by Fred D. Knight '09, of Bosditon, house president, and Frederick
ton, president of the General Alumni
Johnston. representing the initiates.
Association, to an outstanding graduate
Following its formal initiation at Phi
in recognition of services rendered to UniMu Delta Sunday afternoon, the fraterversity and the Alumni Association.
An invitation has also been extended to nity held its banquet in the evening. Richalumnus Lewis 0. Barrows '16, Governor ard Holmes '30, was toastmaster, and
of Maine. to participate as a guest of speakers were Charles E. Buchanan, Phi
Mu Delta's national president, Norman
honor at the Luncheon.
Saturday morning will feature a fresh- Ness, house president, Richard Sawyer.
Larman football game and the annual fieldj replying for the initiates, and Karl
hockey contest between undergraduates 1 sen '29.
and alumnae on the !ids' Athletic Field. j

:Huddilston Justifies
McReynolds Writes
Stevens Art Gallery
New Book on Japan, The new Art Gallery should be a part
Dr. George E. McReynolds, history instructor of the University, is co-author of
a book just released by the MacMillan
Company and reviewed in the New York
Times.
Ile collaborated with Eleanor Tupper,
dean of the faculty at Stoneleigh College,
N. H.. in writing the book. entitled "Japan
in American Public Opinion." The volume is a combination of sequential studies
by McReynolds and Miss Tupper done
under Prof. George H. Blakesley at (lark
s the changing attitudes of
and exa
the American public toward the Japanese
people and their governmental policies
from IWO to the present crisis in the Far
East.
Expressions of various American political, economic, social and religious
groups as reflected in the press indicate.
McReynolds and Miss Tupper contend.
that the antagonistic American opinion
toward Japan has been a matter of steady
growth since 1905, increasing each decade

of every Maine student's experience, according to Prof. John H. Huddilston.
through whose efforts the gallery has been
constructed. It is not solely for the freshman taking notes on Egyptian temples for
a quiz in his Masterpieces of Art course,
nor is it only for the old-hand who goes
there to renew his memories of a picture
he has seen in Paris or London," he said.
"It is a place where everyone. whether
Tech. Aggie, or Arts, is invited to spend
his time getting acquainted with some of
the beautiful things men have made."
"America's pioneer days are over and.
as she settles down to become
she finds herself more and more interested in the arts." he added.
The Art Gallery is open Sunday afternoons. and the bulletin board in front of
South Stevens %%ill carry special announcements.

"Campus" Makes
Staff Changes

Eight sophomores and eleven juniors
have been permitted to pursue the Honors program in the College of Arts and
Sciences.
The course for juniors, Tutorial Honors, may be used in one of three ways;
the student may study some subject in his
major field, study some subject outside
his major field, or do general reading in
books of world renown.
The juniors doing honors work are
Anna M. Anderson, Alma M. Armstrong,
Edwin Byer, Pauline Davee. Lucille M.
Epstein, Priscilla D. Ilaskell, Alice
Pierce, Louise Rice, David W. Trafford,
Artemus E. Weatherbee, and Barbara
Whittredge.
The sophomores admitted to the sophomore honors course, General Reading, are
Myer Alpert, Helma K. Ebbeson, Joseph
H. Glasser, Ruth E. Gray, Charles A.
Pierce, Jr., Alvalene M. Pierson. Leona
M. Bunion, and Elaine E. Van Nostrand.

Having earned sufficient credits:
Richard Dearborn, Charlotte
Dimitre, Stanley Eames, Howard
Rothenberg, David Astor, and Robert Cullinan have become cub reporters.
Alice Lerner, Charles Peirce. and
Robert Andrews have been promoted from the status of rub reporter to
that of reporter.
Mary Curran, Dorrice Dow, Lillian Herrick, Ada Saltzman, and
Blanche Ilolman have been promoted from the status of reporter to
that of star reporter.
Because of outstanding work and
diligence, George Bell has been
appointed a contributing editor.

11

Nineteen Arts Students
Pursue Honors Course

The Microscope

Others Assigned

Dr. George Rommert will give an illustrated lecture on the subject "The MicroVivarium Wonders of an Unseen World,"
in the Memorial Gymnasium on November 2.
This speaker comes to us through cooperation with Bates College. Because
the lecturer requires a darkened room in
order to show his micro-projections, the
program will begin at 7:30 in the evening.
With the aid of photographs, the audience
will he allowed to view actual processes
through a single microscope.
Dr. Rommert, from the Biologisches
Latxwatorium. Munich. Germany. is the
founder and director of the Micro-Vivarium in the Hall of Science at the Chicago's
World Fair.
Another assembly in November will be
held on Armistice Day. and an Athletic
Assembly later in the month.
Evan Durbin, an economist from the
London School of Eonomics, will visit
the campus front December 13 to 15.
His lecture is sponsored by the Institute
of International Education in New York,
which brings European lecturers to this
country. He will lecture to various luncheon and seminar groups on selected subjects. Mr. Durbin's subject for the general assembly to be held on Tuesday,
Dec. 14, is An Englishman's Defense of
Democracy.
A few plans have been made for a program to be given in February on the situation in the Far East. No speaker or
date has yet been obtained.
A program of the Bangor Symphony
Orchestra may be presented sometime
during the second semester.
In May, Phi Kappa Phi will sponsor
the annual scholarship recognition day.

The committees engaged in the technical details of the Dayton-Kaufman production First Lady to be presented in
Alumni Hall Nov. 2, 3, 4, have been
chosen.
John Ross is technical director for this
season's Masque productions.
There will be two completely new sets
in First Lady, one the living room in the
Washington home of the Secretary of
State, the other the study of Carter Hibbard, associate justice of the United States
Supreme Court in Washington, D. C.
The committee working with Ross on
these sets is composed of Josephine Freeman, Virginia Tuttle, Evangeline Anderson, Clayton Mersereau, Russell Carnage.
Laurence Harlow, Calista Buzzell, Alice
Pierce, Alvanene Pearson, Lyle Butler,
Albert Keyes. and John Colby.
The stage manager's position will be
filled by Robert Cail with Merrill Bradford as assistant.
Madeline Davis, a senior, is the property mistress, while Edna Louise Harrison
and Phyllis Porter, both juniors, are costume and program managers respectively.
An innovation this year are free punch
and cigarettes which will be distributed
during the intermission. These are being
given in conjunction with the Panhellenic
Society. Three sororities were selected to
send representatives to distribute these
refreshments on respective nights. In attendance on Tuesday will be Bernice
Hamilton, Joan Cox, and Edna Harrison
for Alpha Omicron Pi; on Wednesday,
Elizabeth Kruse, Ethelyn Par1cman, and
Elizabeth Drummond for Chi Omega;
while on Thursday night, Ethelmae Currier, Camilla Doak, and Barbara Grace
will serve for Delta Delta Delta.
Austin Chamberlain will be the head
usher with the following under him: Lauress Parkman. Robert Bramhall, Reginald
McDonald, Bernard LeBarge, and William West.
Records appropriate to the production
will be played between the acts.

Informality Is
Keynote of Prism
Freshmen To Be Featured
In Dormitory Section
For First Time
Informality, color, novelty, and special
features will be the keynote of the 1939
Prism, Artemus Weatherbee, editor-inchief, said today.
"Already several features have been
definitely incorporated into this year's album," he said. "For instance, there are
the activities write-ups and larger pictures
for the seniors, representing an attempt to
give the senior his due prominence in the
hook.
"Then, too, there is, in addition to the
pictures of fraternity and sorority pledges,
a special dormitory section for freshmen.
this being the first time in the history of
the Prism that the freshmen have received
such special recognition."
The Prism board also has other new
plans for the book, a few being recognition of off-campus students, rewsvation
of the faculty section, and informality in
fraternity and activity pictures.
Weatherbce announces that the Prism
this year will be a limited edition, and for
this reason he urges that persons who
want Prisms should place their orders
early. Prism staff members will begin
taking orders within a day or two. Last
year many people, including students,
faculty members, and two deans, were
unable to obtain a copy, Weatherise': said.

.

town, still has not got over the tantrum
into which she flew upon learning of
Brady's insult to Maine intelligence, loyal
daughter of the Maine soil that she is.
Read her effusions elsewhere in the Campus.
And Hadley Robbins, of the print shop,
another irascible character, likewise can't
get over the event. Hadley had the horrible experience two days before the
shooting of actually seeing Shaffer on
the street.
And last of all, that former special student at the University, Donald Daley,
predecessor to William Saltzman as Hangar Daily News correspondent, has had
his name on the front pages of papers
throughout the country—as a direct result
of the G-men-Brady gang fracas. As the
regular United Press correspondent in
Bangor. Daley covered the story and was
awarded a by-line for beating the A.P.
And to think he almost worked for the
Campus last year--and couldn't get permission because he was a special!

Maine A Factor In Series
If First Line-up Plays,
Announces Brice

.
J

By Erwin E. Cooper

"Dick" Preston, All-Maine center, who
captains the heavy Bates eleven that meets
Maine Saturday at Lewiston in the opening state series game for both teams.

Special Train To Run
To Lewiston Game

Don Mayo Will Do Column
In 'Collegiate Review'
As Music Editor
•
An intercollegiate magazine, tieing together the 60 odd colleges in New England, the Collegiate Review, is soon to appear.
Don Mayo, former "Off the Record"
writer for(
'
ampu.s, is music editor and
will do a column for each issue. Mayo
is to be literary agent for the University;
Arland Meade will handle neWs reviews
and features, and Artcmus Weatherbee is
in charge of subscriptions and publicity.
The magazine will be divided into three
sections—a collection of literary pieces of
New England college students, a news
section with sport and social write-ups,
a miscellaneous section including candid
camera shots, photographic studies,student
opinion, college humor, college statistics,
and so forth.
Each issue of the magazine will have a
photographic study of a college campus.
The first will be of Colby College.

Smith, Fish, Mallet
Hurt as Result
Of Last Game
DYER HURT AT YALE

Sixty Colleges
Publish Paper

Campus Reporters Contact Brady Mob
As Former Student Writes U. P. Story
Al Brady may have died early in life.
but lie certainly left his mark in the halls
of gangsterdom, and reverberations from
his career have penetrated even into the
quiet atmosphere of the University of
Maine campus.
Why, even though G-men bullets ended
things for Brady more than a week ago,
Stanley Eames, Campus cub reporter,
still feels the effects of his experience as
an "eye-witness" who arrived on the
scene a few minutes after the event. On
that eventful Tuesday Eames was sent
to Bangor by the Campus editor to deliver
three pictures to the engraver. He arrived
at the height of the excitement and was
Stile to reach Central Street before the fire
department had washed the blood from
the street. lie brought the fresh, blooddripping news to the editor before any
extra had appeared.
Another member of the Campus hoard.
the highly excitable Josephine Profita.
who lives in Bangor and throbs with the

"Bobcat" Captain

A special train for students desiring to attend the Bates game in
Lewiston will leave the Webster
stations at 9:55 a.m. and Bangor at
10:25 a.m., arriving in Lewiston at
I p.m.
Following the game,the train will
leave Lewiston at 5:15 p.m., arriving in Bangor at 7:45 and at the
%Webster station at 8:15.
Tickets for the round trip may
be purchased from T. S. Curtis,
faculty athletics manager, and tickets for the game may be obtained
in the treasurer's office by paying
55 cents and presenting the blanket
tax. No tickets will be exchanged
later than 10 o'clock Friday.
Similar arrangements are being
made for the Colby game.

Mack Speaks at
'41 Parents' Day
The ability to change conditions for
the better should be taught students in
college. Frank J. Mack, of Vcazie, business executive and former state legislator,
declared at the University's first annual
Freshman-Parents' Day Banquet in the
Memorial Gymnasium last Saturday evening.
"We are sending our sons and daughters
to the University of Maine to learn their
obligations to society, to cultivate tolerance and understanding, and to fit themselves to change conditions for the better
when they are graduated," he said.
Speaking for the parents of the class
of 1941, he said that the faculty should
IwIp students develop self-confidence.judgment, and the ability to "sell themselves."
Other speakers at the banquet were
Prof. Charles P. Weston, bead of the department of Mechanics; George Bearce.
of the class of '11, vice president of the
General Alumni Association; Alumni Secretary Charles Crossland, chairman of
the committee in charge of arrangements;
Raymond Davis, member of the Board
of Trustees; Charles Gardner, temporary
president of the class of 1941; and President Arthur A. Hauck, who welcomed
the guests.
Entertainment was supplied by several
members of the freshman class.
Two hundred and ninety-five parents
and friends of Freshmen registered at
Alumni Hall during the day. In the morning they witnessed the Ricker-Freshmen
football game and toured the campus. In
the afternoon, they were guests at the
Arnold-Maine game and also at programs
arranged by the Colleges of Arts and
Sciences. Agriculture, and Technology.
The banquet was the final es-emit of the
day.
There were three New York families,
two New jersey families, one Rhode
Island family, two Connecticut families,
and several Massachusetts families present.

"Don't sell us short," said Coach Fred
Brice today as he prepared his squad for
its first state series game of 1937 against
Bates at I.ewiston next Saturday afternoon. "If we can field our first lineup,
vee are a factor to be counted upon in the
determination of the state championship."
Brice was doubtful about his starting
lineup as several of his best men were in
poor condition. Fran Smith, Bear backfield star, was out of condition as practice
started this week, while I.ink Fish was
favoring a had Charley Horse.
Red Mallet, starting fullback thus fan
this season, appeared with one of his fingers in a splint. Dyer, who has been out
of the Maine lineup since the Yale game,
will definitely not dress to play against
Bates.
It appeared, however, that Smitls and
Fish would both recover by game time
Saturday. Doc Gerrish, husky sophomore, was assured of a berth as starting
fullback.
Gerrish's last half recovery after a poor
first half showing and Mallet's not being
at his best physically were chiefly responsible for Gerrish's first starting assignment on the varsity. He will be the only
sophomore in the starting aggregation,
unless Link Fish does not recover, in
which case Cooke, another sophomore,
will take over Fish's position at guard.
Brice was satisfied witls Isis team's
showing defensively last Saturday.
"Our defense has been the strongest
asset of our team so far this season," he
said. "The trouble with team has been
that it has been too pass conscious. We
are not going to play that type of game
next Saturday."
Drills this week were routine. Time
was spent in the execution of IICW plays
and limbering up. Much attention was
also given to the perfection of a pass defense against the highly touted Bates
combination of Morin to Cooke.
A comparison of Bates and Maine revealed that offensively Bates had a decided
edge as the Bobcats scored twice against
New Hampshire and defeated Arnold
32-6. Maine's offensive record was he,,,,
impressive as it failed to score against
New Hampshire and scored only twice
against Arnold.
Defensively the Maine team's record
was better than the Lewiston eleven. New
Hampshire scored only twice against
Nlaine, once on an intercepted pass, and
the weak Arnold offense ran up nine first
downs against Bates and was only able to
make two against the Maine team. Only
two of Maine's four rivals have been able
to score on her, while all of Bates' opponents have crossed the Bates goal at least
once.
Maine's hope was to suddenly find a
scoring punch while Bates was badly in
need of strengthening its 'I, fenses

Class of 1941 is Largest
In History of University
The enrolltnent of the class of '41 has
passed the 500 mark, overshadowing last
)ear's class of 471 members. The approximate enrollment by colleges is as follows:
170 Technology students, 160 Arts and
Sciences students, 50 Agriculture students, 50 Home Economics, and 71 Forestry students.
The province of Quebec and Panama
are represented by new students. Massachusetts leads out of state registrations
with 63 representatives. New York has
22 students, Connecticut 11, and New Jersey, it students. New Hampshire has
three representatives. Two are registered from Rhode Island, while Vermont,
Michigan, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and
Texas each have one student representative.
The distribution of Maine students in
counties is as follows: Penobscot, 118
students; Cumberland, 54 students ;
Aroostook, 41; Hancock, 26; Kennebec,
26; Oxford, 21; Somerset, 10 students;
York, 18; Knox, 17; Androscoggin, 15:
Washington, 15; Franklin, Lincoln, Sagadahoc. 11 students, and Piscataquis,
students.
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University Cabins
The construction of the University cabins for needy students is an
achievement to which the administration can well look with satisfaction,
and it indicates, furthermore, one of the directions in which much yet
remains to be done. There can be no doubt that many students who otherbecause
wise would not be able to attend college are enabled to do so simply
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Magnificent
Holduption
By Josephine Probta
I'm sitting here in the sitting-room
taking care of my Aunt Matilda's little
Oswald and having nothing else to do besides slapping Oswald on the wrist every
time he starts chewing his nails, I thought
it would be a good chance for me to air
my views. Now I really don't mind Oswald chewing his nails. Personally I
think it's quite an accomplishment, especially when you can chew them off nice and
even; but I do object to having Oswald
spit the nails all over the sitting-room
floor.
To get back to my story, whether or not
you ask me, hearing about the Central
Street episode was just like giving me
a slap on the face for something I hadn't
done. I was flabbergastered. Words
failed me. And now that it's over—the
immediate action anyway—I feel very
unkindly towards the three gangsters for
one reason in particular. Moreover, I
know that every tax-payer in Bangor—
and those who don't pay their taxes—plus
the police force must feel exactly the
same way as I do.
I refer to the amount of intelligence
which they must have attributed to us.
They made their presence so obvious, leaving enough time for the whole of Washington to come to Bangor, that I am led
to believe that they thought we were
dumb. Just plain dumb. I'm so riled up
about it that I feel just like Aunt Matilda does when Uncle Timothy comes
home under the influence.
Of course there isn't much I can do
about two of the desperadoes—thirty G
men saw to that—but if they would only
let me at the one in solitary confinement
I'd show him a thing or two. The authorities won't allow me this boon since they
can't have him mutilated before he has
been tried.
Oh, here comes Aunt Matilda; so I
may go now. As parting advice, let me
say to you mothers to watch your children
well when they go down to the city, be it
for necessity or pleasure; and to you citizens of Old Town, let me give a word of
warning. Something tells me that Public
Enemy #2. who has now automatically—
without initiation—become Public Enemy
#1, may condescend to come to little Old
Town to do his dirt. It behooves Ginsberg
and other important civic figures to get
their bullet-proof vests now while the
bullets lie low.

Meeting of non-fraternity
and non-sorority men and
women called for Monday at
1 p.m. in the Little Theatre.
The meeting will be for the
purpose of bringing about
participation of these groups
in the class elections soon to
be held. Lawrence Denning,
representing the non-fraternity men, will be chairman.

M.C.A. NOTES

By George Weatherbee
Of Mice and Men, John Steinbeek's
contribution to the literature of downand-outers. is a surprising book in that,
as is so often not the case when an author sees fit to investigate the lives of
what may be called—perhaps improperly—
the lower classes, there are no theories of
social criticism elucidated or implied.
George and Lennie, the two heroes, are
as unaware of Communism, the class
struggle, and the sit-down strike as they
are of sureralism or the Einstein theory.
Their ambition is to own a farm where
they can raise rabbits, have a vegetable
patch, chickens, and cream so thick they
have to cut it with a knife. It is because
he avoids doing a certain thing in its certain, accepted manner that Steinbeck
achieves the vital reality of this book.
The reader is surprised, stunned, shocked,
or pleased—according to his degree of
sophistication—because he is enjoying a
little-explored section of life on which
the author has imposed nothing but his
art. But you won't notice how beautifully
the story holds together until you have
finished it.
Steinbeck has done two things in his
book. He has created a set of vigorous
characters with their own idiomatic
speech. He has told a good story. Lennie, the big semi-idiot, George, the small
man who has, at last, more than he can
do to furnish the brains for both, are two,
who, like Huckleberry Finn and Babbitt,
are original and real enough to become
figures in American myth. The others,
Candy, the old worker who wished he'd
killed his dog himself, Curley, the pugnacious and jealous husband who wanted
to lick every man bigger than lie was, and
Curley's wife, the doll who followed the
farmhands around, are colorful and primitive. The language in which they speak
owes much of its freshness to the profanity which adorns nearly every sentence,
but when one considers that this is not
completely original, the swear-words being polite, literary ones which almost any
college gir knows and uses, one has to
look to a down-to-the-earth attitude and
a certain natural rhythm to explain the
richness and flavor of the talk.
The story is what mainly holds the interest. The suspense as to whether Lennie and George will get their farm with
the odds against them in the innocent and
stupid Lennie's unbreakable habit of getting into the worst kind of trouble, the
tragedy to which this brings them both,
and the way in which the things which
made their companionship are brought
hack to them at that crisis, show Steinbeck's skill in making a story dramatic
and exciting.
Of Mice and Men is novel enough to
make one overlook its faults but it has
a few, the greatest seeming to be that
of making the reader, when he is done,
look for more meaning than there is to
be found. Yet it is a well-told and lusty
American fable.

Drag tip a chaise longue, all you other snoops: The Colvin informal was a great
success. Those girls sure know how to throw a party. One of the big features fins
Dud Ingalls and his drum playing. He wields a mean stick. Who was the girl in
Site plaid dress who was sitting by the piano?.. Warning to Hi Smith! Keep your
Looks as if a library romance is budding.
eye on Rosie. He is tall and handsome
Keep your eye on Marge Taylor and John Douglass . A word to the wise: Freshmen, take it from the old timers. Be sure to go to Bates on the special train. Those
trips always have plenty of what it takes . Overheard here and there. Helen Philbrook: "How's your batting average, BM?". ..Girl coming in from a blind date:
"Did you have a good timer" "The show was good." .. Lucille Bell at Pat's with
George Grange, Dot Davis, and Dave Page: "Dave, you drive."
Answers to inquiries sent to the University Snoops. Dear Perplexed: Sorry,
you will have to try again. That dark-haired junior Beta from Lynn, Mass., is all
tied up with a Balentine sophomore.
Dear S. A. E.: That Sophomore Eagle at South Hall seems quite interested.
Give her a ring at KITH next Tuesday evening. Good Luck!
Dear Jerry Schmidt: A freshman girl from the Maples wants to meet you. She
will be sitting at the rear table in the reading room at the right next Sunday at seven.
Don't disappoint her this early in her career.

dere boss;
i just got thro reading your column in
the Campus. it stank. either do better or
quit. personally i think you'd better quit.
you sound like a dilly writing all that
poetry stuff, change to politics, a little
international expression is good for the
soul. i'll help with this contribution.
i don't know why all the countries are
squawking so much about Japan's policy
in China, it wasn't so very long ago that
all the countries were trying to cut out
a slice for themselves. England took
Hong-Kong, the bandits took the money,
and the rest took concessions allowed by
their own rules, namely, 'the most favored nation clause.' let Japan go to it.
it's her fight and her funeral.
here's something that might fit in with
your poetry corner.
Dwindle, dwindle, little China,
Possibilities for Student
You are fast becoming minor.
Grange To Be Discussed
Expand, Japan, and fast outshine us
Making China nothing minus.
George R. Mower, of Bangor, district
them's my sentiments, boss, you can deputy of State Grange and master of
quote me if you wish.
Penobscot Pomona, will speak at a short
signed,
meeting of the Agricultural Club Thursday night on the values of a student grange
B.
Whoever this B is, he can consider him- and the possible organization of one here.
self quoted. Collecting China does seem All Home Economics Club members are
to be the new hobby in Japan, as has been invited.

said before, but I can't say I think exactly •
The R.O.T.C. of the University of
as B does. I still like to think that 'MussoMaine was given a general rating of "Exlini is the greatest seizer of them all.
cellent" by Lieutenant Colonel H. C.
Maybe, if we could have another naval
Browne, Infantry, in his report of the
imitation conference, we could settle the
Annual Inspection of the R.O.T.C. made
matter once and for all. In all probability,
on May 27, 1937, it was announced by
Japan would turn out to be the new misArthur A. Hauck today.
tress of the seize, which has also been President
said before. On one point I am sure,
becoming stinkit
Japan and Italy have both got an interAnd each glass of beer they brought me
feriority complex, and they seem to be
looked as though 'twere three or four.
determined to get what they want, title
way or another. In that respect they are
There was more to that, which I have
like women, no matter how often they forgotten. but I am going to make a sort
change their styles, they still have the of contest out of it. The rules are simple.
same design. And that's enough for poli- Just complete that poem, paste the manutics.
script on the back of a 1920 Ford, with
Remember the drunk who, after bump- enough stamps to send it back to 1920,
ing into numerous trees, hydrants, mail and conic home at once, all will be forboxes, etc., and excusing himself each given. Mother.
time decided to sit down and wait for
Somewhere I read that life was just one
the crowd to get by. Which reminds me quest after another. Birth was mentioned
of a similar case.
as the bequest, Love the quest, the proOnce upon a midnight dreary, while I posal Was called the request, and marriage labeled the conquest. They might
drank myself night bleary,
have mentioned divorce, the inquest.
Over many a full and sudsy glass of
The popular idea of Hollywood is a
unforgotten lore,
While I nodded, nearly tipping, so far place where one can marry in haste and
repeat at leisure, where life is a good
gone was I with sipping,
Suddenly I heard a flipping, or a flop- example of perpetual emotion, and where,
so I've heard, there's always a girl cagey
ping on the floor.
"'Tis this blasted beer," I muttered, and enough to hold the beast in any man.
1Vhich will also hold me until some time
I ordered up two more,
in the future when I feel another one (colOrdered two and wanted four.
" g on.
Ah, distinctly, as I think it, I was fast umn)

Freshman Men's Forum will feature a
talk by Dean Allen at its next meeting.
"Facing Campus Problems" is to be his ,
subject. This meeting will be the last
of the first series. Meetings will not be
held again until after rushing closes.
Freshman "Y" held its regular weekly
meeting at the Maples on Wednesday
evening, October 13. The meeting featured a discussion of football rules, led byl
Joseph Hamlin of the varsity team. There
was a question period following the talk.
Off-campus women, under the leadership of Gwendolyn Baker, their president.
have already held two meetings. A dance
is planned for Saturday evening, November 20, in the Alumni Gymnasium. Edna
Adams is social chairman, in charge of
arrangements for the party.

Howard Goodwin, president of the
Maine Christian Association, returned
Wednesday from Austin, Texas, where
There will be an Agricultural he was a delegate to the national convenClub stag dance Friday night. The tion of Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineering
proceeds will go toward the recent- fraternity.
ly founded
Agricultural Club'
Scholarship.
Patronize Our Advertisers

Artemus Weatherbee was elected president of the Debating Club at the meeting
Tuesday evening, at 8:00 o'clock, at
North Stevens Basement.
Other officers elected were: Erwin
Cooper, vice president; and Ruth Gray,
secretary.
During the meeting a debate took place
on the question: "Resolved That All Men
Should Wear Full-length Beards." Artemus Weatherbee and George Ellis were
on the affirmative team and Ruth Gray
and Kay Duplisse were on the negative
team. The affirmative team won.
The remainder of the evening was spent
socially and refreshments of cider and
doughnuts were served.

Distinctive Shirt and Emblem
Adopted by Forcstrr Students
Meeting of the Forestry Club was held
on Thursday. October 14, at 33 Winslow
Hall at 7 o'clock in the evening.
A short business meeting was conducted by the president, Louis Prahar,at which
time the Club voted to adopt a student
cruising shirt for all foresters with an
emblem to be attached to the pocket. The
cruiser will distinguish foresters from
other students on the campus and be a
utility jacket for woods use.
At the close of the business meeting,
Prof. Demeritt gave an illustrated talk
on Isis trips to the %Vest Coast in 1932
and 1934. Moving pictures of the 1937
Summer Camp on White Mountain National Forest were also shown at this
time.
Patronize Our Advertisers

This is High, Wide and
Handsome Week!
During National Arrow Week, we spread our Arrows high, wide
and handsome ... for your approval. Come in and see as smart
an array of shirts, ties, handkerchiefs and underwear as ever
kindled the spark of BP211 Brummel that smoulders in all manly
chests. (Put! . . . patterns and colors forecast a jolly season
ahead. Better get ready!)

The Y.W.L.A. is beginning its year's
activities with a series of meetings on
NOTICE
"The American College Girl." The first
Changes in the broadcasting
meeting of the series was held on Monday
afternoon of this week and featured a dis- schedule of station WLBZ have
it necessary to change the
cussion of coiffures by Miss Marjorie made
Buffum.
On October 25 Mrs. Marcris Jtmkins
will speak on the subjet of cosnietics. Miss
Margaret Matson of the staff of the
Bangor Daily News is to be featured at
the meeting of November 1. Professor
Ruth Crosby will discuss tea etiquette on
November 8. The subject of the meeting
of November 15 is to be manners in general, by Mrs. Percie Turner.
The series will be concluded with a
model tea and fashion show on November
22. All meetings are to be held on Monday afternoons at 4:10 in the sun-parlor
of Balentine Hall.

Artemus Weatherbee Is
President of Debate Club

time of the "Campus" broadcast to
4:45 p.m. on Friday, for this week.
A definite time soon will be arranged for all subsequent broadcasts, probably 6:45 Friday evening.

Handsome Arrow shirts ig
a profus.on of patterns
and colors both bright and

subdued. And plenty of
the ever-popular whites.
Each shirt is Mitoga formcut and Sanforized-shrunk.
$2 up.

Professor Reginald Coggcshall gave a
lecture on news writing to the Campus
staff Monday afternoon in 28 South Stevens. Probably there will be one or two
more lectures by Mr. Coggeshall.

Cast your eyes on these luxurious new Arrow ties — and
you've as good as bought a few. A marvelous selection of
patterns, colors and smart fabrics . . . all resiliently tailored
for extra long service. $1 and $1.10.

*Warm
ORONO
Thurs., Oct. 21

"ONE MILE FROM
HEAVEN"
with
Claire Trevor, Sally Blaine
News—Cartoon— Comedy
Fri., Sat.. Oct. 22-23

"BROADWAY MELODY
OF 1938"
Rohe. Taylor. Eleanor Powell
4th Episode "Painted Stallion"
News
Mon., Tues., Oct. 25-26
I Award Arnold, Frances Farmer

"TOAST OF NEW YORK"

Tots choose solid comfort
when you choose these Arrow
shorts. No center seam—just
roomy ems,. In • v•nety of
patterns, colors •nd fabrics,
ell Sanforized-shrunk . .
Sic up. Arrow und•rshirts,

An Arrow handkerchief adds that final
touch to a m•n's
attire. In designs
that set off Arrow
shirts and ties ...
or white. 15c up.

10e up.

News—Pop Eye Cartoon
Wed., Oct. 27

This is Bank Nita
"SHE ASKED FOR IT"

VIRGIE'S

with
Win. Gargan—Orien Hayward

ORONO

Don't miss out—be here.
showing

3 shows daily, 2:30, 6:30, 8:30
Feature at 3:00, 7:00,9:00
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SMITH ADVANCES

By Bill Saltzman
There are four great events in the school life of any Maine college student—(1)
opening of school, (2) Christmas vacation, (3) closing of school, and (4) state series
football. The first we have already had, the second we will have, the third we hope
to have if we remain long enough, and the fourth will start Saturday.
Designated as the "greatest little series in the country," the Maine football race
causes more comment and arouses more interest than any other athletic event in the
state. As Yale wants to beat Harvard, as Stanford strives to defeat Southern California, as Brooklyn wishes to trounce the Giants, so does a Maine college want to
take the state series crown. During the past two years the honor has fallen to Bowdoin. This year the Polar Bears are again favored. Indeed, the experts select Bow•
doin to defeat all three colleges; Bates to defeat Maine and Colby; Maine to defeat
Colby; and Colby to defeat its freshmen.
Franie Smith, receiving lateral, goes for 20 yards in first quarter of
But, pre-series predictions are often just wasted energy. Consider, for example,
Maine-Arnold game, won by the Bears, 13-0.
the Maine-Bowdoin game two years ago. Maine had lost to Bates and Colby, Bowdoin had defeated Bates and Colby. Maine appeared weak, beaten. Bowdoin appeared strong and confident. In the first half Bowdoin did what everyone expected
and rolled up two touchdowns. The second half is history. The Black Bears suddenly came to life, scored two touchdowns, and were on their way to a third one when
the game ended in a 13-13 tie.
And it is because we believe similar feats are still possible that we select Maine
to win the state series. On the basis of pre-series results, we admit that Maine has
only a small chance, but we are not dealing with pre-series results. We are dealing
with spirit, with the fight that we know the team has, with the craftiness of Fred the
Fox. In short, we are dealing with what we hope will be an inspired team. Everyone, however, has his own viewpoint, and it is in order to give exact information to
4
every person, that we list below the strength and weakness of each Maine team.
Colby vs. Maine
Maine: Despite its weak offense, the Bears are strong defensively, a fact which
many experts have overlooked. Rhode Island could not score against Maine; Yale,
The University of Maine cross
which defeated Army and Penn., could score only 26 points; and Arnold, which made
country team, a fairly strong seven,
nine first downs against Bates and scored a touchdown, was able to earn only two
races against Colby, a farily weak
By Bob Cullinan
first downs. Maine's offense has not been up to standard chiefly because it has been
seven, tomorrow afternoon on the
In its last game before the state series,
varsity course.
based upon Smith's passing, a fact which every opposing team knew and used to its
advantage. This week, however, Brice said that he would place more emphasis on the Maine football team won its first game
Led by Don Smith and Red Clifof
the
year
by
trimming
Arnold College,
ford, the Bears, who lost their first
running plays. It is quite possible that such a plan may aid Maine considerably in the
13-0. It was also the first time this year
meet of the season by one point to
coming state series.
New Hampshire two weeks ago,
Bowdoin: On paper, Bowdoin is the best team in the state. Indeed, the Polar that the Bears were able to put across a
should have an easy time with ColBears' chief worry appears to be too many good men. At ends, for example, Walsh touchdown.
by. There is the possibility, howhas six lettermen, all capable performers. Dave Fitts, the lad who snared two passes
Maine lost no time in getting its first
ever, that Jenkins may not run his
to defeat Maine last year, is back again at one end post, but Fred Newman, the great score. Arnold kicked off, and Maine
first two men in order to give exBangor end, has been replaced by an even better performer, sophomore Mack Denham. started down the field. Fran Smith, the
perience to his sophomore harBesides Newman, other wing substitutes are: Andy Cox and Ed Curran, formerly quarterback, called a few running plays
riers.
stars at Bangor High; and Dan Hanley. Two sophomores, Bill Brow and Nelson and then took to the air. With the ball
Other cross country meets of the
Corey, are Walsh's tackles, while stocky Harold Ashkenazy, co-captain and All-New on the Terriers' 29-yard line, the ace
afternoon are Caribou High vs.
England guard last fall, and Walt Loeman, a sophomore, are the guards. Basil Nich- pass-heaver took the ball from center,
Frosh A and Old Town High vs.
olson, the center, is rated as the best in Polar Bear history. And take a glance at faded back to about the 35-yard stripe,
Frosh B.
the Bowdoin backfield men: Bobbie Smith, Johnny Cartland, Hank Dole, Dave Soule, and lofted a high one which Rod Elliott
The A team, paced by Blaisdell
Bennie Karsokas, Oakley Melendy, Boyd Leagate, Johnny Frazier, Ed Gilman, and took on the five-yard line, from where he
and Jordan, are still undefeated,
trotted across the goal line unmolested.
Jack Tucker. There's power a plenty in that Bowdoin team.
while the B squad lost its only meet
Bates: As usual, the Bobcats have a regular powerhouse. In Cook, a 200-pound
For the next two periods, the Maine
to Old Town by one point.
end, they have one of the best wingmen in New England. Also back with Bates is team simply went through the motions.
Dick Preston, chosen by several papers as an All-Maine center last year. Morin, The offense made plenty of yardage but
the Bates quarterback, is reported to be a crackerjack passer. As a matter of fact, no more touchdowns were forthcoming.
Fred Brice, during the past week, has been working on pass defenses in order to stop Rod Elliott was almost in the clear, going
the Cook-Morin combination. Bates always has good teams. Some day it will click down under another of Smith's passes in quarter. A long march of nearly 60
in state series and possibly it will be this year.
the third quarter, but an Arnold man both- yards brought the ball to the Arnold 12,
Colby: Colby, supposed to have a razzle-dazzle attack, has instead been only ered him just enough to throw him off and from there it took only one play to
dazzled by its opponents, but the Mules are still very apt to surprise. In an interview stride and still not enough for the referee score. In this march Gerrish was carrying
with a Portland Sunday Telegram reporter, Al McCoy claimed that his team would to call any interference. Doc Gerrish the ball every other play,
be no series pushover. "We shall, not unlike Colby teams of the past, be nobody's almost made another touchdown in the
pushover and whatever else we do remains to be seen," was McCoy's simple statement. second canto also. A series of plays took
There you are, folks. Whom do you pick? We still like Maine.
the ball to the Arnold 10-yard line, and
•••••• a •
then the Blue turned on the heat. Gerrish
Predictions
And our winning streak goes on and on (we hope). Last week, went over, but his knee touched, and the
The Photography Club will meet
we hit every game on the nose, although our scores were a little off on several predic- referee put the ball on the one-foot line.
tions. Thus far this season, we hove erred only in the result of the New Hampshire. Gerrish carried again, and this time some- W-ednesday night, October 27, at 7:00
Mainegame, which we predicted the Bears to win.
one knocked the ball out of his hands, p.m., in the Faculty Room in the baseThis week's selections are few but difficult. Here goes:
and Arnold recovered. This gave Maine ment of the south wing of Stevens Hall.
Maine 20—Bates 13
a touchback and Arnold the ball on their At this meeting, some of the more imporBowdoin 19—Colby 0
own 20-yard line.
tant photographic journals will be reFreshmen 13—Kents Hill 0
One of the most thrilling plays of the viewed and discussed.
Maine may edge out Bales in a thriller, while Bowdoin should have no difficulty day came at the opening of the second
In addition, the organization and poliwith Colby. The promising Freshmen will probably defeat Kent: Hill.
half. Arnold kicked off, and Johnny Gow- cies of the club for the present year will
• ••• a • ••
en took the ball on his own 26-yard line. be considered. All students and all memBill Kenyon requests all varsity basketball men, not He was away like a flash. By the time bers of the faculty
Basketball Men, attention
who have had such
out for football, to practice informally in the gymnasium in order to be in top condi- that he reached the 30, he was going top experience in the taking and finishing
of
tion when the court season opens.
speed and almost tore through the whole photographs are invited to attend.
Arnold team. It looked as though he
For those who are without such experiwere to get out in the open at the rate ence but who are interested in photogthat he was smashing along, but one man raphy, a course in the fundamentals of
nailed hint just before he was clear.
photography, Ps 32, is given in the spring
An exhibition hockey game was played
The final Maine tally came in the last semester by Dr. C. B. Crofutt
Saturday morning for Freshman-Parents'
lack of practice because of lac classes Day,between the freshmen and upperclassshowed itself in a most informing manner men. The line-up was as follows:
Friday when the Jayvees barely edged out FRESHMEN
UPPERCLASSMEN
a 13 to 6 victory over Higgins Classical Thomas, lw
lw, Stacy
M. D.
Institute.
North, Ii
Ii, Sanborn
•
OM.CHAINAms A MAINS
For a while it looked more like a vol- Hansen, c
•••• Om& IMO.
c, Dimitre
eamomau. e
leyball contest than a football game as Gleason, ri
Feb.-1°,,1967
ri, Stacy
,
S.
11.
Frank
&
Co.,
Inc.
both teams took turns fumbling. The boys Savage, rw
I
•
•
rw, Hoxie
New York, N. r.
were diving after the ball almost as much Wormwood, lh
his, Hennessy
Gentlemen:as they were at the ball-carrier.
Blanchard, ch
di, Chute
About eighteen months ago I was forced
Higgins, finding that the ball was in Johnson, rh
is, Lent
to quit smoking a pipe because the tarry
the air most of the time anyway, threw Eddy, If
If, Campbell
products in the heel kept me chronically
one of their few successful passes of the Hutchins, if
nauseated. Too bad, but it couldn't be
if, Smith
helped. No use feeling miserable every
game for their only touchdown.
Pine% g
time I fired up. So_I_stayed off tobacco
A few minutes later, however, Bates
Substitutes. Cousins, Bearce, Fogg, Hofor over. a year%
pounced on a Higgins fumble to tie up the mans.
Then one day / imw -a-few -Prankts
score. The third touchdown of the game
Medicos in a druggist's showcase, and
The inter-class hockey games are ex%%as sc,wed by McNeil.
half-heartedly
decided to try one. So
pected to start this week and a tentative
many patented filter systems on the marschedule is being prepared. A large numSEE NEW
ket. But I'd risk a dollar on one anyhow,
SHAPES&
ber of juniors and seniors have been out
just.in hopes ...
FINISHES
for practice, and strong competition is
For six happy months, dow I've been
expected. Uniforms were given out on
smoking that Frank's. This afternoon I
000
bought
my second one, and have it sendMonday and Tuesday.
ing up incense as I write. I want to tell
Vial Phi Mu Delta playing the only
you - in case you don't already know it double-header of the series Sunday, in- University of Maine Alumni
that you're one of the benefactors of soTo Hold Meetings This Week
ciety. Lot the poor Indiant Lot Sir
tramural football went one round closer
Walter
Baleight Lot everybody who died
to the finals.
MONEY
Two meetings of the University of
before you brought out a filter that recart BUY
The finals if the respective leagues will Maine Alumni will be held
ally works. I'm telling my friends by
this week at
IMMO OF YALU
the dozen, but not fast enough.
be played this Sunday.
which Dr. Huddilston, Theodore S. CurYou may use my name if you care to,
A. T. 0. grabbed scoring honors of the tis, and Alumni Secretary Crossland will
and add that this letter is absolutely
day by beating Alpha Gamma Rho 24 to 0. speak.
unsolicited on your part.
Other scores were as follows: Theta
Very cordially yours,
Chi. 5—S. A. E., 1; Phi Mu Delta, 12—
Primary Nominating Committee
AP /0
MUM-COOLED
Phi Gamma, 0; Phi Kappa Sigma, 12— Meetings will be held Oct. 26, 1937,
l'hi Mu Delta, 0.
at 6:15 p.m. at the following places:
ONLY PA TO FILTER COMBINING MOISTURE-PROOF
The Phi Eta Kappa vs. Kappa Sigma Seniors—Ist Floor, North Stevens;
CELLOPHANE EXTERIOR AND 66 BAFFLE ABgame is under protest.
Juniors-15 Coburn; Sophomores
SORBENT MESH SCREEN INTERIOR, RESULTING IN
—33 Winslow; Fresh me n-22
Patronize Our Advertisers
GREATEST PIP*: SMOKING INVENTION EVER KNOWN
Rogers.

Maine Wins First Game
And Scores First Points
To Defeat Arnold Team
Last Game Before
State Series
Contest
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Frosh Surprise 1 Plebes Trounce
In Tennis Meet
Ricker, 32-0
Three seeded men and two freshmen
Coach Phil Jones and his frosh footreached the quarter finals of the annual ballers celebrated the first annual freshfall singles tennis tournament as rain
man-parents' day, Saturday, in proper
halted play Tuesday.
style by defeating a highly touted Ricker
Two more seeded men seemed assured Classical eleven, 32 to 0.
of reaching the quarter final round and
The freshmen, using a five-man line
there was a possibility that a sixth seeded for defense,
stopped Ricker's running atman would also be bracketed.
tack cold. The line charged hard and
Seeded men who have already qualified proved to be the deciding factor in the
for this round are Lull (by a default from rolling-up of the large score.
LaBarge), seeded number 5; ChamberIn spite of the score, however, the team
lain seeded number 3; and Cahill number lacked
offensive polish. Many times,
4.
after the line opened wide gaps in the opSurprising has been the showing of posing forward wall, the ball carrier was
two unheralded freshmen. Kent, a year- stopped short because his blockers were
ling, reached the quarter finals by putting too slow. This is due only to lack of
out the veteran Bill Veague, seeded, num- experience and timing and should be polber 2, to reach the quarter finals, while ished up before the game with Kents Hill
Pierce, another freshman, had reached on Friday.
the quarter finals by virtue of a win over
Roger Stearns proved to be the offenEd Hayes.
sive star of the day when he collected three
Les Brookes, top seeded man, appeared of his team's five touchdowns. One of
assured of beating Raymonds, while Bro- these touchdowns was made possible by
die, the only seeded first year man in the Spencer Teak, who, after an intercepted
tournament, was generally conceded a vic- pass by Stearns, took out the only postory over B. Chandler.
sible tackler with a beautiful block. It
If pre-match predictions come true, was "Bullet" Harnish who provided the
Brookes will meet Brodie in the quarter other two touchdowns. Both were scored
final round in what should prove to be on wide end sweeps.
one of the most fiercely contested matches
The whole line played exceedingly well
of the tournament.
both defensively and offensively and
Brookes, because of his experience and showed a marked improvement over the
all around ability as a performer, would game with the varsity. "Bullet" Harnish
probably enter such a match a favorite. and Charlie Arbor did the bulk of the ball
The ability of the younger man is not to carrying and both made substantial gains.
be taken lightly, however, and it would
NOTICE
not be surprising to many observers on
campus to see Brodie eliminate the favorRushing officially starts Nov. 1,
ite, Brookes.
1937, at 8:00 a.m. At any informal
In the third qualifying match yet to be meeting
of Freshmen and fraternity
played, Ken Brookes, seeded seventh, is men
prior to this date, no fraternity
scheduled to meet Phil Hinkley, a man matters
shall be discussed. Both
who has been absent from the University the Fraternity
man and the Freshfor two years. Hinkley has been impres- man are
on their honor to obey this
sive in the matches he has played so far rule.
and on his way through the tournament
defeated Keith Bates, seeded ninth.
How he will fare in this match is much
As the single tournament neared its
in doubt, but it is possible that the seeded conclusion, Coach George W. Small anman will find Hinkley a hard nut to crack nounced that a fall doubles tournament
and that Hinkley may get into the quarter open to all members of the University will
finals.
be held. Participants may choose their
Quarter final matches which will defi- partners in this tournament irrespective of
nitely be played will bring Lull against houses with the sole exception that freshChamberlain and Kent against Pierce. men must choose their partners from their
Either Ken Brookes or Phil Hinkley will own class. Trophies will be awarded the
meet Jim Cahill in the quarter finals.
winners of this tournament.

Photographers Meet
Wednesday Evening

Jayvees Edge Out
Higgins Classical
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Panhellenic Dinner
Informal Dance
Held at Colvin Hall To Be Held Tonight
Colvin Informal was held Saturday
night, October 16.
The chaperons were Mrs. J. Whittlesay, Dr. and Mrs. H. D. Lamson, and Dr.
and Mrs. J. M. Murray. The committee
in charge were Martha Chase, chairman,
Maxine Gagnon, and Helene Diehl.
Those in attendance were: Martha
Chase, Hervey Allen; Marion Hatch,
Clark Kuney ; Mary Cooper, Roger Cotting ; Helen Wormwood, Robert Robertson; Elizabeth Johnson, Robert Sherman;
Natalie Hooper, Richard Quigley; Camilla Doak, Arnold Veague; Louise Ohnesorge, Thomas Nickerson; Fern Lunt,
Carl Toothacher ; Hilda Rowe, Paul
Brown; Phyllis Porter, Thomas Morris;
Esther Drummond, Harry Staples; Ruth
Trickey, Wallis Beardsell; Patricia Haskell, Francis Lovering; Virginia Hall.
Carlton Cressy; Doris Currier, Howard
Gardner; Marjorie Taylor, Donald C.
Smith.
Marjorie Johnson, William Hilton;
Margaret Wood, Richard Stevens; Iris
Guiou, Roger Bouchard; Maxine Gagnon. Philip Folsom; Helene Diehl,Charles
Cain; Elizabeth Gruginskis, Raymond
Palmer; Georgia Taylor, Edward Ladd;
Evangeline Anderson, Herrick Thomas;
Lorraine Gross. Carl Osgood; Alice Ann
Donovan, Harold Gerrish; Helen Abbott,
William Clifford; Margaret Lowell,
Charles Weaver; Marjorie Lynds, Duncan Cotting; Elizabeth Drummond, Wallace Gleason; Lorna Robbins, Edward
Conley; Margaret Cheney. Walter Hanley.

Tea Dance Held at Balentine
After Arnold Game Saturday
Salentine Hall opened the social season of the girls' dormitories with a tea
dance following the Arnold game.
The music for the affair was furnished
by the Maine Bears. The committee in
charge was composed of Edna Louise
Harrison, Marjorie Moulton, Virginia
Pease, Catherine Cox, and Cora Sharon.
The chaperons were Capt. and Mrs.
George J. Loupret and Mr. and Mrs.
George E. McReynolds.
Among those present were: Joan Fales,
Francis Jones; Evelyn Randlett, Albert
Owens; Margaret Hauck, Earle Reed;
Edna Louise Harrison, John Robert Gowell ; Marjorie Moulton, Stewart Grimmer; Eunice Gale, Robert Harris; Catherine Cox, John Maasen; Priscilla Bickford, Edwin Ladd; Elizabeth Kruse, Lauless Parkman; Virginia Pease, John Littlefield; Eva Chase, Merrill Thomas;
Helen Reiley, Morris Ernst; Lucy Pray.
Russell Belknap; Phyllis Hess, Sidney
Hurwitz; Maxine Cates, Roger Bouchard; Elizabeth Curtis. Charles Hunsoon; Betty Johnson, Robert Sherman;
Jean Mitchell, John DeLong ; Jane Dyer.
William Cooke; Mary Scribner, Roger
Cotting: Mary Cooper, Earl Carlson.

A formal dinner for all sorority women
will be sponsored by the Panhellenic Council in Salentine Hall 6:45 this evening.
The guest speakers are Mrs. Amy B.
Onkin and Mrs. Mary D. Drummond.
Mrs. Onkin, who is grand president of
Pi Beta Phi and who has just returned
from the National Panhellenic Convention, will have as her subject, "Panhellenic Spirit." Mrs. Drummond, the national president of Alpha Omicron Pi,
will speak on sororities on different campuses of the United States. Dean Edith
G. Wilson will also make a few remarks.
Iris Guiou, president of the Panhellenic
Council on campus, will act as toastmistress. The committee in charge of arrangements for the dinner consists of
Cora Sharon and Phyllis Porter. Other
members of the council are Catharine
Rowe, I.aura Chute, Mary Orr, Feriae
Lunt, Janet St. Pierre, Marion Hatch,
and Josephine Campbell.
Contributors' Club To Sponsor
Series of Lectures This Winter
The Contributors' Club held a meeting
last Sunday evening at Salentine Hall.
At the business meeting the week before
it was voted to hold a series of five lectures during the winter months, the first
of which will be in November. The
speakers have not been definitely chosen
as yet.
The following committees for these lectures have been announced: tickets, Priscilla Haskell, chairman, Alice Pierce,
Leo Lieberman, and Thomas Lynch; publicity and posters, Louise Rice, chairman,
Donald Mayo, Lewis Nightingale, and
Edwin Costrell; speaker committee, Virginia Hall, chairman, and Ruth Leavitt.

Agricultural Building
Nearing Completion

Nearing Completion
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The new agricultural building, located between the dairy barns and
Rogers Hall, is nearing completion,
according to latest reports from
President ilauck.
This new structure, a one story affair
built of brick, is being constructed at a
cost of $25,000 to the University of Maine.
It is being built to relieve temporarily the
congested conditions of Winslow Hall.

Vose Heads South Hall;
Dormitory Boasts Renovations

(,,ace

Miss Grace Vose, formerly employed
at the Jersey City Medical School, has
taken up her duties as matron at South
Hall, the girls' co-operative dormitory
for upperclass girls.
Extensive renovations took place at
South Hall the past summer. Gay creamcolored paper and paint have been put
on the living room walls, while the addition of some paper patterned with somber
trees set against a pink background has
brightened up the hall. The matron's
quarters, too, have been done over in a
cream color. New electric light cords
and window shades have been added to
each room.
The dormitory, situated in the town of
Orono, houses thirty-six girls.

The departments of Agricultural Engineering and of Agronomy will occupy
the building.
The building formerly used for these
purposes is an old, wooden structure which
has been condemned for a long time.
It is hoped that this last addition to
the campus will be completed in time for
Allen Addresses Pathfinders
the Agronomy and Agricultural EngineerDean Edward J. Allen spoke to the
ing departments to move in directly after
Christmas.
Pathfinders, a group of high school stuThe new building being constructed for classrooms and lahoratorie, iii Agridents, Sunday evening at the home of
cultural Engineering and in Agronomy
Mrs. Mary Ide New 431' A Matron Prof. Charles Brautlecht on "Youth
Mrs. Mary Ide, of Boston, is the new Faces the Present." The talk took the
vee is in charge of the costumes and Wil- matron at Phi Gamma Delta. She was form of a discussion rather than a lecWesley Players to Present
"Mud Walls" Sunday Evening liam Copeland is in charge of the stage connected with C. Crawford Hollidge, ture. "Youth never faces the future,"
a Boston store, previous to her acceptance Dean Allen said; "youth lives only for
and properties. The cast is as follows:
The Wesley Players of the Wesley
of the matronship here.
the present."
Lal, Richard Plummer; Barbara, Leona
Foundation are presenting the play, Mud
Clement
Nada,
Panja,
Smith;
Runion;
II'ails, next Sunday, October 24. The play
Margaret Huff; Krishna, Carl Clark; and
will be given in the auditorium of the
Basil, Frederick Burden.
Methodist Church. Miss Leona Runion
is chairman of the Wesley Players and it
Mrs. Lillian Brush, of the department
Is best equipped to prepare your car for winter driving.
is being planned to present four plays of Psychology, will be speaker at the OctoThey can save you money and make your car a pleasure to drive
during the year. Mud IFalls is being ber 27 meeting of Freshman "Y." "Boy
coached by Philip Brockway. Pauline Da- Friends" is to be the subject of her talk.
Only high grade merchandise is used

HAVERLOCICS GARAGE

Such as

Prestone, Willard batteries, Quaker State Oil, Shell Gas,
Gates Insured Tires, and Arvin Heaters

The grace Shoppe..>

Main Street, Opp. Penobscot Valley Country Club, Orono

3 Mill Street, Orono

P.S. U Can't Go Wrong on Those I.E.S. Student Lamps
SMART FALL FASHIONS

Phi Mu Entertains at Supper

for

Pi Chapter of Phi Mu sorority entertained upperclass girls and transfers at an
Animal Party and buffet supper, Friday
afternoon, 4:00-7:00 p.m. at the home of
Hope Jackman in Orono.
The committee in charge consisted of
Hope Jackman, Elizabeth Dixon, Mary
Ellen Buck, and Mary Jo Orr.

FOOTBALL WEEK ENDS

A Complete Set of
COLLEGE OUTLINES
Is Now in Stock
You can make your work much easier by using them

University Store Co.
Prices arc definitely collegiate

P.S. How about a Sweat Shirt for the

Bates Game?
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ati your pick
for the ALL-STAR..Eddie"

"Iiiat; a cinch Paul
..In,100% rOt
on this one"

El Circulo Espanol Hears Talk
On Panama at First Meeting
The first monthly meeting of El Circulo Espanol was held Tuesday evening.
Frances Violette '41, of Balboa, Canal
Zone, gave a talk about Panama. After
singing Spanish songs, the members enjoyed cider and doughnuts.
Prof. Frances E. Arnold, club adviser,
announced that this year, for the first time.
beginners in Spanish will be eligible for
membership in the club. They will be
initiated at the next meeting.
Advanced students initiated into the
club at this meeting are: Norris Adams.
Elmer Armstrong. Rose Bigelson, Carl
Blom. William Brann, James Connolly.
Linwood Day, Ruth Fessenden, Calvin
Gilbert. Robert Harris, Theresa Johnson.
Harry I.ees, Bernice Leighton. Alfred
Mallett, Paul Nunan, Gardner Patterson. Charles Peirce, Lucy Pray. Lorna
Robbins. John Sheedy, Paul Woods. Frances Violette, Raymond Volliere.
Patronize Our Advertisers

Chris the Barber
Says—
Freshmen. come down and
get acquainted.
Open evenings
Across from Bowling Alleys

DOUBLE-DIPPED
CHOCOLATE
PEANUTS
250 LB.

YOU WILL FIND IT AT

?ARKS

NARDWAPI
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With smokers in
every part of the country
Chesterfields stand ace high.
It's a cinch they've got what smokers like. You'll find them milder..,
you'll enjoy that Chesterfield taste.

Get your last minute
Hoball predictions and scores
from EDDIE DOOLEY
with PAUL DOUGLAS
Thursdays and Saturdays

Columbia Network

Chesterfiel
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